Mystery Builders
Week 4 - The Clues

What makes a good clue?
One of the most exciting parts of a mystery book for your readers
is when they turn a page and the detective finds a clue that
makes them shout ‘I know what this means!’. I love trying to work
out the mystery before the detective does, and that means
spotting the clues and working out what they mean. When I’m
writing my books I love planting clues throughout the adventure
so that Max and you, the reader, can work out the mystery and
solve the crime.
So what makes a good clue? Well, there are several types of clue
and they all have a part to play in your mystery story.

Clues From Things Your Detective Sees
The fun in these clues often comes from having your detective discover a clue while
hunting through the crime scene. Remember in Week Two we were talking about the
setting for your mystery? Well, one great way to work in lots of lovely description to
build your world is while your detective is hunting for clues. Take a look at the table
below to see how you could use physical clues to help your detective uncover the
mystery.
Clue

What it tells your detective

Footprints in the snow

Someone has walked through the snow, could it be the criminal?
Your detective should be able to get some clues from the
footprints.

A cut telephone wire

Someone is trying to make sure that the telephone cannot be
used. Were they worried that someone would phone the police?

A note in a diary

You can use diaries to tell your detective secrets about the lives of
your characters.
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Clues From Things Your Detective Hears
These are clues that your other characters give your detective by talking to them. The
fun thing about these clues is that they are really hard working. You can use them to
help your detective solve the crime but you can also use them to tell your detective
and your reader about the characters in your story. See below:
Clue

What it tells your detective

The Duchess tells your detective
that she sacked her last maid for
dropping a coffee cup.

Well, it might explain why the Duchess’ maid left the
house at short notice, but it also shows that the
Duchess is rather bad tempered and not very nice.

The butler tells you that he polishes
the silverware every Friday
between the hours of 8.45 and
11.15 and so he was definitely in
the pantry.

Well, it shows your Detective where the butler was, but
notice how precise he was about the hours. This
shows your detective that the butler is very keen on
being accurate about things and sticks to a strict
routine.

Red Herrings
No, not a type of fish. A Red Herring is a clue that the detective thinks will help them
solve the case but that don’t because they are..TA DA!!! …not true!!! Red Herrings can
be in clues that are seen or heard, as you’ll see below:
Red
Herring

Clue

What your detective
thinks it means

What it REALLY means

A Red
Herring
that is
seen

A note that says ‘I am a
thief.’

Aha! The thief has
confessed, case closed.

When the detective finds
another part of the note
that says ‘I can’t bear
people to think that’, they
realise that the note really
says ‘I can’t bear people
to think that I am a thief’.
Quite a different meaning.

A Red
Herring
that is
heard.

The Duchess says that
she saw a tall man
running away from the
ballroom with the stolen
necklace.

The thief must be a tall
man. All the short men
and the women are
innocent.

Sadly, the Duchess was
lying. She said a tall man
because the thief was her
sister, who is a short
woman, and she wanted
to protect her.
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So how do you choose what clues to use?
A good trick for choosing your clues is to set out the solution to your mystery in a
table and then come up with clues that could point your detective to the answer.
Let’s take the solution to the mystery of the missing crown jewels from week 3. The
King’s Butler stole the crown jewels while they were being transported from the
Tower of London to the palace by swapping the jewel box with an identical one. I
might set out the clues for this as in the table below:
What does my
detective need to
discover

What clue might help him discover this?

That the butler is guilty

A paper planning the robbery in his room?
Something that belonged to him at the scene of the crime?
The jewels themselves hidden in his wardrobe?

That the jewels were
stolen at the palace

A stray jewel in the gravel of the palace grounds?
Someone who can provide proof that the jewels were not out of
their sight from the moment they left the Tower of London?

That the Butler swapped A clue in the box that shows it is a good copy, but not the actual
the jewels with an
jewel box?
empty, identical box.

Try this with your clues. Work out what your detective
needs to discover, then work out what clues might
help him discover that. Now you are ready to put
them in your story. Here are some questions to help
you decide where they go :
• What would be the most exciting order for your

detective to discover the clues? Leave the
BIGGEST clue for last.
• Can one of your characters give your detective a red herring to lead them away

from the truth? It’s always fun to have them think one thing is happening and then
find another clue that lets them know what’s really happening.
• How is your detective going to find the clues? Will some of them be ‘thing’ clues

that they will find and others be ‘word’ clues that they will be told by your other
characters?
Excellent work, detectives! Next time we are going to get to the most exciting part
of your story - The Truth!
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